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Abstract
Standard desktop setups, even with multiple monitor configurations, only provide a somewhat small view on the data set at
hand. In addition, typical mouse and keyboard input paradigms
often result in less user-friendly configurations, especially when
it comes to dealing with 3D data sets. For simulation environments in which participants or users are supposed to be exposed
to a more realistic scenario with increased immersion, desktop
configurations, such as fishtank VR, are not necessarily a viable
choice.
This papers aims at providing an overview of different display technology and input devices that provides a virtual environment paradigm suitable for various different visualization and
simulation tasks. The focus is on cost-effective display technology
that does not break a researchers budget. The software framework utilizing these displays combines different visualization and
graphics packages to create an easy-to-use software environment
that can run readily on all these displays without changing the
software thereby providing easy-to-use software frameworks for
visualization and simulation.

Introduction
Common desktop configurations are often not very suitable
for some visualization or simulation tasks. There are tasks that
require higher resolution displays compared to what can be provided in a desktop setup or more immersion. Also, mouse and
keyboard are not designed with 3D interaction in mind. As a result, workarounds have to be used to make these 2D input devices
work within a 3D visualization or simulation environments. Using
display configurations designed for virtual environments naturally
provides a more intuitive input paradigm as these display setups
are developed to mimic a more natural environment that the user
is already familiar with. This is an advantage some visualization
or simulation tasks can take advantage of as well.
Traditional virtual environments, such as original CAVEtype setups [11], use projection-based display configurations.
These display types are typically rather expensive so that they are
available to only very few visualization or simulation researchers.
If higher resolutions are required for the visualization or simulation task tiled projector configurations can be used. However,
these drive up the cost even further. On the other hand, similar
display configurations can be achieved nowadays by using standard LCD panels. Since LCD panels are available that still provide 3D stereoscopic display capabilities, a tiled display configuration can still provide similar immersive effects than CAVE-type
displays. Figure 1 shows an example of such a setup in which
a user explores a molecular structure in a fully immersive environment. The advantage of this display configuration is that it is
considerably less expensive than typical CAVE-type displays.

Figure 1.

Display infrastructure providing a fully immersive visualization of

a molecular data set.

The goal of this paper is to discuss low-cost display configurations suitable for immersive virtual environments that can
be utilized for different visualization and simulation tasks. Basic
open-source frameworks are deployed to provide a common interface to different visualization tools and libraries to make it as
easy as possible for a visualization researcher to develop their algorithms as well as running immersive simulations. The structure
of this paper is as follows. First, a summary of related work is
provided followed by a description of low-cost display systems
suitable for immersive visualization. Then, examples for visualizations taking advantage of these displays are listed. Finally, the
results are discussed and some future work is listed.

Related Work
Virtual environments require two major hardware components. First, display technology is required that allows a user to
view in 3D. Second, 3D suitable input devices are required that do
not bind the user to a certain location but instead allow for maximal freedom of movement of the user. Xia et al. [7] provide an
overview of different systems for virtual environments as well as
haptic input devices. The book by Earnshaw et al. [15] provides
additional details about virtual reality systems. For the display,
there are typically a few technologies used. Head-mounted displays (HMDs) [34, 17, 8] consist of two small screens mounted
into a device that the user wears similar to a helmet such that the
two screens are placed in front of the user’s eyes. Since the device is equipped with two individual screens, different images for
the left and right eye can be easily displayed resulting in a 3D
effect experienced by the user. The resolution of head-mounted

displays can be as low as only 800 by 600 pixels. Higher resolution head-mounted displays are available but significantly more
expensive. For example, the Open Source Virtual Reality (OSVR)
HMD has a resolution of 2160×1200 for their second generation
development kit. One advantage of head-mounted displays is that
some can be used as see-through devices for augmented reality
systems [30]. Devices currently in development following that
paradigm are Microsoft’s HoloLense and Magic Leap.
Other display types [9, 26, 12] rely on glasses that hide the
left image from the right eye and vice versa. This allows for a majority of displays to be used. Often times large projection walls
are used which can be configured as a large wall-type display or a
CAVE-like environment. Two different types of glasses are used
in combination with these displays: active and passive. With passive glasses, polarization is used to ensure that the left image can
only be seen by the left eye and the other way around. For projection displays, two projectors are required where a polarization
filter with different polarization is placed in front of each projector. The glasses then only let light pass through that has the
appropriate polarization so that each eye only sees the image generated by one of the projectors. Nowadays, even some TFT-based
monitors and TV sets are becoming available that work with passive polarization glasses. Pastorelli et al. [27] describe a low-cost,
projection-based display system that utilizes polarized glasses.
Active stereo glasses work similar to TFT screens. Two polarization filters are used with LCD crystals in between that can
be activated to block all incoming light. The glasses then need
to be synchronized with the display in such a way that ensures
that the right image is only seen by the right eye and vice versa.
Typically, the system displays the images for the left and right eye
in an alternating fashion and activates and deactivates the glasses
for the left and right eye in the active stereo glasses accordingly.
The advantage of this type of glasses is that they work with many
different display types, such as projection displays, CRT screens,
or plasma displays. However, they do not work with many TFT
screens since they, too, use polarization filters for displaying an
image so that the active stereo glasses filter out the light entirely
all the time.
In order to avoid the need for glasses, auto-stereo displays [24] were developed that are available at reasonable prices
that can be used as displays for virtual environments. The advantage of this type of display is that it does not require the user to
wear any glasses. Typically, barrier screens are used so that the
light of half of the pixels gets directed more towards the left and
the other half more towards the right. This way, one half of the
pixels are only visible by one eye, whereas the other half can be
seen only by the other eye, assuming the user is located somewhat
centered in front of the display.
As input devices, different wand or stylus devices are typically used. Often times, these are tracked either magnetically or
optically to determine their position in 3D space without the need
of any cabling. More recently, standard game devices are utilized
in virtual environments as well which are wirelessly connected
to the computer. Wischgoll et al. [40] discuss the advantages
of game controllers for navigation within virtual environments.
Dang et al. [13] studied the usability of various interaction interfaces, such as voice, wand, pen, and sketch interfaces. Klochek et
al. [19] introduced metrics for measuring the performance when
using game controllers in three-dimensional environments. Wil-

son et al. [39] presented a technique for entering text using a standard game controller.
Based on the previously described technology, a visualization of a data set can be presented to a user. For virtual simulations, some of these devices can increase the amount of immersion
significantly. In order to navigate through or around a displayed
model, the camera location needs to be modified. In general, a
camera model describes point of view, orientation, aperture angle,
and direction and ratio of motion. A general system for camera
movement based on the specification of position and orientation
of the camera is presented in [14], whereas Gleicher et al. [18]
chose an approach where through-the-lens control by solving for
the time derivatives of the camera parameters is applied. The concept of walkthroughs in simulated virtual worlds using a flying
metaphor has first been explored by Brooks [2]. Other commonly
applied metaphors for navigation in virtual environments (VEs)
such as ”eyeball in hand”, ”scene in hand” and ”flying vehicle
control” were introduced by Ware and Osborne [37].
Researchers explored the suitability of immersive display
technology for visualization purposes for quite some time. Unfortunately, the high price tag of most display setups results in only
a few researchers having access to high-end immersive displays.
Fortunately, with the advent of VR-type devices geared for the
consumer market (mostly HMDs) prices are coming down. The
possibility of using more cost-effective solutions for fully imersive display technology makes it more attractive to apply these
to the area of visualization and simulation. An overview of the
use of virtual reality technology for visualization can be found in
the work by van Dam et al. [36] and Brooks [3]. In his book,
Chaomei Chen [6] discusses the utilization of virtual environments for information visualization and provides effective examples. The availability of specifically head-mounted displays at
relatively low cost is pushing this technology more and more into
the consumer’s hands, mostly for gaming. McMahan et al. [23]
compare display fidelity and interaction fidelity for that type of
application.
The use of tiled displays has significantly increased lately
thanks to prices for display devices coming down. Tiled displays
can be built using projection-based displays, standard computer
monitors, or large LCD panels. Projector-based tiled displays typically require calibration to make them appear seamless and uniform across the entire image. As shown by Brown et al. [4] this
calibration process can be automated. Thanks to recent advancements in graphics cards, namely ATI’s Eyefinity and Nvidia’s Surround technology, a single graphics card can drive up to six displays. This allows researchers to build tiled displays out of commodity off-the-shelf computers [25]. Thelen et al. [35] demonstrated a tiled display wall composed out of 50 LCD panels that
are driven by 25 computers used for large-scale volume visualization. Renambot et al. [29] introduced a scalable environment that
can utilize tiled display configurations to provide a virtual highresolution framebuffer to an application program.

Display Systems
Commercial systems developed specifically for virtual environments can be fairly costly with price tags of up to a million
dollars. An example of such a system is shown in figure 2, where
a visualization of a large-scale vascular structure consisting of 220
million individual vessel segments is visualized in a Barco Ispace.

The four screens located on the floor and the three walls are projected on by Barco Galaxy projectors driven by five computers.
There is one computer dedicated to each projection surface plus
a master node. Each of these computers is equipped with 4 GB
of memory, a dual Xeon 2.5 GHz configuration with an Nvidia
Quadro FX 5800. In order to provide a fully immersive experience, an optical tracking system from A.R.T. is used for tracking
the 3D coordinates of the user’s head as well as the input device,
an A.R.T. flystick2.

tation does not apply to a passive setup since both projectors can
run at the standard 60 Hz at full HD resolution, since they do not
use 3D modes on the projector. Combined with passive polarization filters that are available starting at $35 this results in a very
smooth, flicker-free display. The setup that was used for this paper uses a rear-projection setup so that the user does not block
any of the projected image. Since passive stereo is based on polarization, a special polarization-preserving projection screen is
required, such as the Da-Lite 3D Virtual Black.
For tracking, a very cost-effective setup was chosen based on
Microsoft’s Kinect. The Kinect sensor provides full 6DoF data,
albeit the directional information is not overly accurate. However,
the positional data provided by the Kinect is fairly precise. A dedicated computer running FAAST [33] captures the data from the
Kinect sensor and transmits it to the rendering computer via the
VRPN protocol. This provides head tracking and tracking of an
input device, a Logitech F710 wireless gamepad. Since the directional information is not reliable enough, only positional tracking
is used in combination with the input device. However, this still
provides for a very intuitive user-experience with full immersion.

Figure 2.

User experiencing the visualization of a large-scale vascular

structure in a Barco Ispace.

Such commercial setups are often cost-prohibitive for many
visualization and simulation projects. Hence, more cost-effective
solutions are needed. At the lowest end of the cost spectrum are
fishtank VR configurations. However, these setups only provide
a relatively small amount of immersion due to the limited screen
size. Larger display sizes can be achieved using 3D-capable TVs.
Since the HDMI 1.4 specification provides 3D-capable modes that
are typically used by TV manufacturers, the computer driving the
TV merely needs to be configured to recreate the input for such
3D modes. For example, figure 3 shows a setup using a 65-inch
Sony 4K TV combined with a NaturalPoint V120:Duo optical
tracking system. The TV uses a passive stereo mode in which
the left and right images are alternated line by line. While this
reduces the overall number of pixels that can be displayed per eye
to 3840×1080, it preserves the full 60Hz frame rate per eye. In
addition, the passive stereo glasses allow for a flicker-free 3D experience at a very low cost per pair of glasses. The overall cost
for such a configuring is around $5,300, which includes the two
computers driving the display and tracking system.
For visualization or simulation tasks requiring an even larger
screen-space, a passive stereo, single-screen projection system
can be used. The advantage of a passive system is that glasses
are inexpensive and standard projectors can be utilized keeping
the overall cost at a minimum. Even though there are 3D capable consumer-grade projectors at reasonable cost available, they
typically support 3D at full HD resolution only at 24 Hz. This is
mainly a limitation of the HDMI 1.4 standard. Support of higher
refreshrates via HDMI 2.0 requires high-end graphics hardware
and projectors, such as Nvidia’s 9th series GTX cards. This limi-

The described passive stereo rear-projection screen configuration provides a comparably low-cost environment with equipment cost of less than $6,000. In order to keep the cost low, a
custom-built projection stand was designed consisting of wooden
horizontal levels connected vertically by threaded rods. Figure 4
shows the setup of the projectors. The two center levels, where
the projectors are sitting on, are very adjustable as they rest on
wing nuts that can slide up and down the threaded rods by simply turning them. This provides very fine-grained control over the
projected image as all four corners can be adjusted individually
so that the overlap between the left and right image produced by
each of the projectors can be dialed in very effectively. The linear
polarization filters are mounted at a distance of a few centimeters in front of the lens to prevent overheating and melting of the
filters.

Figure 3.

Rendering of a vascular structure using a 3D TV combined with

optical tracking.

Figure 5 depicts a user in front of the passive projection
screen. The passive stereo glasses with linear polarized filters that
match the ones right in front of the projector lenses separate the
left and right images. Hence, only the left image is seen with the
left eye and the right image is only seen by the right eye, unlike
the double images that appear in the photograph since no polarization filter was used for taking the picture. The user is tracked by
the Kinect sensor, which is located underneath the screen where
it sits on top of the tracking computer. The tracked range is rather
large ranging from around twelve feet down to just a couple feet
in front of the screen, albeit the positional data gets somewhat
distorted when getting too close to the screen.
In order to achieve a higher resolution to provide the user
with more detailed information, tiled setups are common. In order to minimize the issue that arises from the bezels interrupting
the images, 4K screens that are becoming quite affordable seem
like a good choice. A 2×3 configuration of Sony’s 50-inch 4K
TVs is shown in figure 6. These TVs already come with a builtin polarization filter to support stereo images so combined with a
tracking system this configuration provides similar capabilities as
the previously described projection screen, albeit at a significantly
higher resolution. As input devices, a gamepad can be used. In addition, Logitech’s wireless rechargeable touchpad T650 can serve
as a very intuitive input device as well. This touchpad supports
multi-touch with up to four fingers being tracked simultaneously.
With this capability, smartphone-type interaction can be realized,
including single touch rotation and two-finger pinch zoom. Since
most people are already very familiar with the input paradigm of
their smartphone this makes for a very intuitive input device.
Some visualization tasks may require even more immersion
to further embed the user into the data visualized or the simulation. There are different ways to create such an environment. One
way is to use head-mounted displays (HMDs). In order to provide
a cost-effective solution, consumer-grade head-mounted displays
are entering the market that are geared toward watching 3D bluray
movies. However, these types of displays still provide full 3D capabilities. For example, the Sony HMZ-T1 supports the 720p topbottom HDMI mode at 60 frames per second therefore providing

Figure 4.

Set of projectors in a passive stereo configuration with polariza-

tion filters mounted in front of the lens.

Figure 5.

Tracked user in front of the passive projection screen with the

tracking computer and the Kinect sensor on top underneath the screen.

Figure 6. A user in front of the 4K tiled display wall.

full 720p resolution per eye at 60Hz. When using a head-mounted
display the tracking system has to provide directional information
in addition to the position, i.e. full 6 degree-of-freedom (DoF)
data. However, the Kinect sensor is not capably of reliably producing directional information as it derives the direction from the
skeleton by considering the previous attachment point within the
skeletal structure. This is not precise enough for use with a headmounted display. Instead a more reliably tracking system, such
as the NaturalPoint OptiTrack could be used. This requires the
use of reflective markers which have to be mounted on the headmounted display. For better tracking results, these markers should
extend beyond the user’s head to ensure optimal tracking results
while the user moves around. This is why the standard marker
configuration that comes with the OptiTrack system shown in figure 7 was replaced with a custom-made configuration that sticks
out further shown in figure 8, which depicts a user wearing the
head-mounted display. The marker spheres mounted to the top
front of the display are tracked by the OptiTrack system using the
red cameras in the top left corner of the image mounted to the aluminum framing. Similar to the head-mounted display, reflective
markers are attached to the input device (figure 9 to provide 3D
positional and directional input capabilities for full 6 degree-offreedom input.
There are other head-mounted displays available nowadays

that even come with their own tracking systems, such as the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, for an even lower cost alternative. While
the Oculus Rift is supported in Linux, Linux support for the HTC
Vive is still not fully available. However, first tests with the HTC
Vive in our lab seemed very promising.

Figure 7. The Sony HMZ-T1 head-mounted display with reflective markers
attached for tracking.

Figure 8.

the proper view onto the virtual environment. However, the resolution is somewhat limited with most devices. To provide a good
field of view at fairly high resolutions tiled display systems can be
utilized. Large-screen LCD displays using LED backlighting are
becoming available that have only little depth to them and some
of these displays even come with very small bezels making them
ideal for tiled display configurations. For example, Samsung’s
UA55E large-format display has only a small bezel of 3mm. To
derive a tiled display configuration using these types of displays
that is close to a traditional CAVE-type display, 27 of these displays can be mounted on an aluminum framing system. This results in three walls consisting of a 3×3 tiled configuration per
wall. The overall walkable footprint within the display system is
12×12 feet2 with a display height of 87 inches. Hence, it provides
a slightly larger area at almost the same height compared to a typical CAVE configuration. Since no rear-projection is required the
overall footprint of the entire display with the framing system is
only slightly larger (around 13×13 feet2 ).
In order to keep the computer setup driving the display close
to a traditional CAVE configuration, four computers are used.
There is one master node that provides login capabilities and
shows a console-type window of the virtual environment. Three
slave computers display content on the large-format displays, one
dedicated to a single wall each. Obviously, these computers now
need to display parts of the virtual environment on 9 displays. For
that, these computers are equipped with three ATI FirePro V7900
graphics card combined with an ATI S400 sync card to make sure
that all displays show a single image at the exact same time which
is required for active stereo. Three displays are then connected
to a single card using ATI’s Eyefinity. In the current configuration, there is a dedicated graphics card for each row of displays.
This then allows the system to render to all of those three displays utilizing the left/right stereo mode provided by the HDMI
1.4 specification. Note that the full rendering performance of the
graphics cards are retained as there is only one rendering step required for a row of three displays and there is a dedicated graphics
card available for each of those rows of displays.
To provide reliable tracking of head position and input devices, NaturalPoint’s OptiTrack optical tracking system was chosen. since optical tracking requires line of sight between the cameras and the marker spheres, it is helpful if the marker spheres extend beyond the head to avoid occlusion. In addition, the number

User wearing a head-mounted display. Head position and input

device are tracked via the optical tracking system mounted on the aluminum
framing (top left).

Obviously, head-mounted displays provide a great advantage
in that the user can look in any direction and still be presented with

Figure 9. Logitech gamepad with reflective markers attached for tracking.

of cameras was increased to eleven. This ensures that a sufficient
amount of marker spheres is visible at any given point in time with
the entire space in between the displays being covered.

Visualization and Simulation in Virtual Environments
In order to create a fully immersive virtual environment,
more is needed than just interactive rendering. First, a stereo capable display system is needed which can deliver different images
for the left and right eye. Second, a tracking system is required to
identify the user’s current position. Third, a software setup needs
to tie all this together to render images mimicking the user’s point
of view in real time. There are several software packages that
assist in creating virtual environments. Aside from commercial
packages, such as VegaPrime or CAVElib, free software packages
are available as well. Such free software packages are freeVR [32]
or VRjuggler [1]. Based on these packages further software development is needed to handle the management of the actual VR
content. One example for this is the work by Pavlik et al. [28]
who provided a framework utilizing OpenSceneGraph [5] using
VR Juggler.
The visualization and simulation framework described in this
paper is based on the Vrui toolkit [21] developed by Oliver Kreylos. Compared to the other freely available software packages,
Vrui offers more support for a variety of input devices as well
as support for multi-threaded and multi-pipe rendering resulting
in better rendering performance on more complex cluster-based
display configurations. Vrui offers a great deal of flexibility. It
can be adapted to various different types of setups ranging from
fishtank VR to full-scale CAVE-type displays. In fact, the same
binary can be used and based on the hostname of the computer
this binary based on Vrui identifies its settings from a configuration file to match the display system. Once the configuration
is set up properly, the rendering algorithm needs to be integrated
into the Vrui framework. This is essentially done by adding the
rendering routine to the display function of a basic Vrui sample
program provided as part of the Vrui distribution following a similar paradigm than most window-managing libraries.
Vrui runs only on Linux and Mac at this point. Most tracking
software, however, is only available for Windows. To get around
this, a dedicated tracking computer is usually used that interacts
with the tracking device. In case of the Kinect sensor, the FAAST
software developed at the University of Southern California [33]
is used. NaturalPoint’s OptiTrack sensors come with their own
proprietary software that is capable of transmitting the tracking
data over the network.
All the display systems described in this paper except
Barco’s Ispace are configured in such a way that the tracking data
gets transmitted via the VRPN protocol for both the OptiTrack
and the Kinect sensors. The Ispace utilizes A.R.T.’s dtrack protocol in which the tracking computer actively sends the data to the
master node. VRPN on the other hand is a passive protocol where
the Vrui software requests the tracking data on a regular basis.
Various types of input devices are readily supported by Vrui.
The Ispace uses A.R.T.’s flystick2, where the entire input data,
such as positional information as well as joystick movements and
button presses, are transmitted via the dtrack protocol. All other
systems use a Logitech F710 wireless gamepad. If combined with
the Kinect, only the positional information is used when track-

ing the gamepad. For the optical tracking, marker spheres are
attached to the gamepad and the input is based on positional as
well as directional information. For example, one of the joysticks
is tied to a forward motion. If directional information is available, the forward direction is defined by the direction in which
the gamepad is pointed. When using the Kinect for tracking, the
forward direction is always fixed pointing horizontally into the
screen to account for the fact that the directional information is
not overly reliable. Some systems also have touch-capabilities either via a touchscreen or Logitech’s T650 to provide touch-based
rotation and pinch-zoom capabilities.
Displaying content using Vrui is rather straight forward as
it follows a similar approach then most graphics packages. Any
rendering code needs to be implemented in a display method that
Vrui then regularly calls whenever a redraw is necessary. Since
some display configurations utilize more than one computer, one
needs to be a little careful about using information that is tied directly to a specific rendering process. For example, when using
a texture such texture has to be uploaded into each graphics card
individually and their identifiers may be different. However, Vrui
provides a mechanism that is capable of handling such an environment.
So far, frameworks were developed for displaying on the systems described in this paper that are based on plain OpenGL,
OpenSceneGraph, and VTK. OpenGL is directly supported in
Vrui as it is based on OpenGL itself. Since OpenSceneGraph and
VTK are also based on OpenGL, these can be integrated into Vrui
as well. However, both of these graphics packages usually rely on
handling the window management and user input themselves. Obviously, Vrui already takes care of both of those two items. Hence,
a workaround is required that utilizes these graphics packages but
makes them render into an existing OpenGL context. In case of
OpenSceneGraph, this can be done relatively easily by creating a
viewer instance in which the OpenGL settings defined by Vrui are
recreated followed by a traversal of the scene graph. For this, the
current OpenGL modelview and projection matrices are retrieved
as well as the viewport and directly written into the OpenSceneGraph viewer’s settings. For older versions of VTK, it is slightly
more complicated as it requires the use of multipass rendering.
While it does not actually require several render passes, it uses
a vtkRenderPassCollection to force VTK to render into an existing OpenGL Drawable. Later versions of VTK (version 6.2 and
higher) actually support rendering into an existing OpenGL context making this step significantly easier.
Based on these frameworks, one can benefit from most software packages that rely on OpenGL, OpenSceneGraph, or VTK.
For example, the Delta3D game engine based on OpenSceneGraph is readily supported by using a variant of the OpenSceneGraph framework. Figure 1 shows a rendering of a molecular
structure based on VTK. Similarly, one can tie into the additional
functionality provided by VTK for visualization.
Since different frameworks were developed based on VTK
and OpenSceneGraph, a wide variety of applications can be supported by all the described display configurations. Obviously, virtual worlds can be created by importing realistic environments.
When using OpenSceneGraph, virtual models can, for example,
be imported from Google’s 3D Warehouse to create realistic renditions similar to Google Earth. Such environments are frequently
used by researchers from psychology to study people’s behavior

or use it for training purposes.
So far, several projects in our group were ported to take advantage of the immersive display technology. Vascular renderings
can help investigate the geometric configuration of that structure.
This can be very useful for vascular structures that were modeled
based on statistical assumptions to ensure that the model generated is accurate and that there are no flaws in the algorithms that
created the model. An example for rendering such large-scale
models is shown in figure 2 where special rendering techniques
are used that deploy a geometry shader to compute billboard
representations of the individual vessel segments followed by a
shader program to make the billboards look like tapered cylinders. Similarly, vascular structures extracted from CT scans can
be displayed to search for geometric configurations indicating a
diseased state or high risk areas, such as the one shown in figures 5. From the experience so far, such immersive renderings can
make it easier for the user to navigate the structure as navigation
is more natural in that it tries to mimic the real-word navigational
model in which the user moves around and the perspective from
the current point of view is recreated by the display.

Figure 10. User exploring a volume rendering of a CT angiogram data set

of running in all the described environments, the DIVE configuration particularly shows its strengths in that it is very capable of
reproducing the high detail and the fine-grained structures of the
molecular visualization thanks to its high resolution.
In applications such as flow visualization, immersive virtual
environments can be very helpful in defining the initial condition
for streamlines or streamsurfaces. Since the input devices are typically tracked, as is the case in all the configurations described in
this paper, identifying 3D locations takes just a click of a button with the input controller positioned at the desired location.
Sweeping motions can similarly be used for initiating streamsurfaces. As is the case for the other examples, such immersive setups allow for more intuitive use in terms of view positions and
navigating the data. We are currently in the process of porting the
FAnToM software package [38] to support the Vrui environment
and therefore all display systems described in this paper. This
will provide a vast variety of visualization algorithms applicable
to flow visualizations. Particularly the DIVE display setup can
be especially useful as a result of its large display surfaces that
can depict the data at higher resolution compared to many other
available systems.
There is a myriad of other visualization applications that
could benefit from immersive display technology. Some Information Visualization applications may be able to benefit from the
higher resections provided by the DIVE display setup as well as
the full immersion. By reducing the overall price point, the entrance fee for researchers that want to apply this intuitive technology will be considerably reduced thereby increasing the proliferation of fully immersive display systems.
Our simulation framework builds on Open Source software packages, including SmartBody [31] and OpenSceneGraph
(OSG). Figure 12 outlines the architecture with all of its major
components. This provides a very flexible tool that can explicitly incorporate geometric models to form a complex, computationally accessible representation of the experienced environment. Our suite of generic models make the process of generating
a scenario more efficient. The software framework is designed
to ingest a configuration file that describes the entire scenario in
such a way that it specifies which models to incorporate into the

in an immersive environment.

Similar to rendering vascular structures, volumetric data,
such as the 3D CT scans the vascular models were extracted from,
can be directly displayed. An example is shown in figure 10 showing a volume rendering of a CT angiogram of a porcine torso.
The volume rendering was done using the Vrui-based volume renderer Toirt Samhlaigh developed by Patrick O’Leary. By taking
advantage of the navigational capabilities of the immersive environment, it becomes very easy for the user to quickly identify the
appropriate perspective to identify critical sections of the volumetric data set.
Another example where immersive visualization can help
investigate complex structures is the visualization of molecular
structures. Figure 1 shows an example that uses VTK to derive
a rendering of the molecular structure. There is a multitude of
software available already that is suitable for visualizing molecular structures. Figure 11 shows a user navigating a molecular
structure within the DIVE environment based on a Vrui version
of Oliver Kreylos’ Protoshop software [20]. While it is capable

Figure 11. User exploring a molecular rendering based on VRProtoshop.

procedures or behaviors. Preliminary results were reported that
there is an increase in retention using virtual scenarios compared
to traditional approaches [16].
Similarly, a virtual shopping environment can be created in
which a study participant is asked to indicate when he or she takes
notice of specific items within the environment while moving automatically or autonomously through the environment. Figure 13
shows an example of such a simple virtual environment. The resulting data is important for an ongoing, NSF-funded research
project that studies product placement and legibility issues. As
such, display systems like the Barco Ispace and the DIVE system
are more appropriate as in this study peripheral vision is an important factor. These systems can provide a field of view of over
180 degrees, whereas head-mounted displays can only deliver up
to 140 degrees. As for studying legibility issues, higher resolution
displays are likely more appropriate, which is why we will run our
experiments using the DIVE system.

Figure 12. Architecture of the simulation environment.

scenario. In addition, geometric changes can be made to these
models, such as scaling, rotating, and translating, so that they can
be adjusted for size differences and freely arranged to form the
scenario. This enables us to easily incorporate available models,
models that we generated ourselves, or thirdparty generated models. Additional parameters can specify whether the object to be
generated is supposed to be supported as a physical object the user
can move around and whether physics need to be applied. In the
latter case, the physics engine bullet [10] is applied for a fully capable physics model, such that dropped objects fall to the ground
or one can knock over other objects that then behave physically
correctly.
Characters can be included in the configuration file such that
a model file representing that character combined with a motion
model for that character are specified. The Open Source toolkit
SmartBody then can generate a high fidelity, geometric representation of that character. This toolkit also provides the ability to
animate the character actions fully. A collision engine assures
that the characters avoid objects and each other to obtain a more
realistic representation overall. The characters can perform gestures as well as include facial animation. Overall, this provides
for a great framework for generating such virtual scenarios which
automatically supports all the display systems described in this
article.

Application Examples
We intend to utilize the capabilities of our virtual display systems for various different application areas in visualization and
simulation. Some visualization examples are listed in the previous sections already. In addition, we successfully used the DIVE
system for a comparative visualization of molecular models in
which the user was able to look at 27 models for direct comparison with fully tracked interaction based on view direction and
input devices [22].
On the simulation side, these display systems can be used
for training of personnel. For example, such systems could be
deployed for medical training such that people are trained certain

Figure 13. Virtual shopping environment.

Discussion and Future Works
Obviously, the different display systems described in this paper have their advantages and disadvantages when used for visualization and simulation. The table in figure 14 lists their capabilities and overall price points. Except for Barco’s Ispace, all
systems were specifically designed with achieving a configuration that provides the best utilitarian value. This is particularly
important for many research projects as the use of fully immersive display technology for the purpose of visualization is often
not pursued due to the high price tag of commercial systems.
Display configurations based on 3D TVs are reasonably
priced. Using flat panel TVs results in fairly crisp picture quality. Note that with most 3D capable TVs the resolution gets cut in
half. This is the case for the Sony TV described earlier but also
for Samsung TVs utilizing the checkerboard pattern for 3D. The
price point can be further reduced when using the Kinect sensor
for tracking.
The projection-based display is capable of driving larger
screen sizes. On the downside of that, the image is not as bright
and crisp when compared to the TV setups. Since it is using passive stereo, polarization filters have to be used which further reduce the brightness of the image. On the plus side, the passive
configuration uses two projectors thereby doubling the overall
light output of the system. In addition, the passive stereo configuration allows for flicker-free stereoscopic vision. The track-

Display
system

Size

Resolution (per
eye)

Tracking system

Input capabilities

3D TV

49 inch diagonal

4 Megapixel

Kinect

3D TV

65 inch diagonal

4 Megapixel

optical (2 cameras)

Passive
screen
4K
tiled
screen
HMD

102 inch diagonal

2 Megapixels

Kinect

150 inch diagonal

24 Megapixels

Kinect

N/A

0.9 Megapixel

optical (3 cameras)

Oculus Rift

N/A

1.3 Megapixel

optical/accelerometer

D.I.V.E.

144×144×87inch3

27 Megapixels

optical (11 cameras)

Barco
Ispace

120×120×90inch3

4.4 Megapixels

optical (4 cameras)

position tracked, 2
sticks 14 buttons
fully tracked, 2
sticks 14 buttons
position tracked, 2
sticks, 14 buttons
position tracked, 2
sticks, 14 buttons
fully tracked, 2
sticks, 14 buttons
fully tracked, 2
sticks, 14 buttons
fully tracked, 2
sticks, 14 buttons
fully tracked, 1
stick, 5 buttons

joy-

Price (including
computers)
$3,200

joy-

$5,300

joy-

$6,000

joy-

$10,000

joy-

$5,000

joy-

$600

joy-

$120,000

joy-

$750,000

Figure 14. This table lists the capabilities of the display setups and their tracking systems.

ing based on the Kinect is fairly reliably and does not require any
additional modifications, such as adding marker spheres. It also
handles changes in users very well: as soon as the current user
steps out of the visible area, the Kinect picks up the next person
which is then used for tracking from that point on.
The advantage of the head-mounted display is clearly the fact
that it provides full 360 degree display capabilities: no matter
which way the user looks or moves the system is capable of recreating the proper point of view assuming that the tracking system
covers a sufficiently large area. The downside is the limited resolution and narrower field of view with most head-mounted displays, especially if the goal is to find a reasonably priced solution.
Also, only one user is able to see what is displayed which may be
undesirable in some applications. In addition, the nature of headmounted displays completely replaces what the user can see. As
a result, no real-world objects can be introduced unless these objects are fully tracked themselves and virtual representatives are
integrated into the visualization.
The Display Infrastructure for Virtual Environments (DIVE)
was designed to resemble a typical CAVE configuration. Since
the specification of any flat panel TV does not allow for horizontal installation, no floor was realized, though. As a result, the
display configuration provides a 270 degree surrounding view for
full immersion. Since the bezels are very small, they are not intrusive at all and do not seem to reduce the visual quality. Compared
to the Ispace, the resolution is considerably higher and the largeformat displays provide significantly more brightness so that the
overall image quality is significantly improved over conventional
projection-based systems. In order to further compare Ispace and
DIVE, a small user study was performed in which ten users (two
female and eight male age 18 through 35) were asked to find
different objects in different virtual environments followed by a
short questionnaire. Overall, the participants were slightly faster
in finding the objects in the DIVE setup. This may be attributed
to the increased resolution provided by that configuration. Also,
two participants noticed issued with nausea when using the sys-

tems but stated that the effect was less in the DIVE compared to
the Ispace. Further testing has to be done; but it seems from our
experience that the DIVE setup is a worthy replacement of traditional CAVE configurations, especially considering the significant
reduction in price.
In our experience, virtual environments often provide easier and more intuitive access to the visualization techniques and
simulations for the untrained user. Especially, the tracked input
devices provide easier ways of selecting positions or areas in 3D,
picking up an object, or navigating through 3D space. In accordance with the pros and cons of the described display systems, the
utilitarian value depends on the visualization or simulation task at
hand. Those tasks that require detailed and fine-grained visualizations or a high-detailed immersive environment can benefit from
the increased resolution provided by, for example, the DIVE configuration. People who have used the DIVE setup so far were
quite impressed with the high resolution provided by the displays
as well as with the improved brightness, which is considerably
higher compared to, for example, Barco’s Ispace.
In the future, more thorough user studies will be needed to
fully judge on the benefits of the display technologies for different
visualization and simulation tasks. The author will setup a web
site to provide access to more detailed descriptions of the display
configurations as well as the software frameworks described in
this paper.
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